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Memorial Students Survey
on Presidential Election
See A First for Wisconsin, page 5

Lee Sedol places the opening move, with Aja Huang, 5 dan, standing in for Alphago.
covered the match in English. Coverage
in Korean, Japanese, and Chinese was
also available.
With the win, Google DeepMind
received $1 million, which will be donated
Computer beats Human
to educational and charity organizations,
By Isabella Wu
including UNICEF. Lee Sedol received
Over 100 million followers of the Google $150,000 for his participation, and an
DeepMind Challenge were shocked when additional $20,000 for winning Match 4.
Alphago, a computer program designed
The challenge, proposed by the Google
to play Go, defeated Lee Sedol, the
DeepMind team, sought to pitch human
legendary Korean Go player in Match 1 of vs computer in 5 nail-biting matches.
the challenge.
Although Alphago had defeated 2 dan
The matches were held at Four Seasons Fan Hui
Hotel in Seoul, Korea. 9-dan Michael
Please see GO, page 4
Redmond and 20-kyu Chris Garlock

Alphago defeats Lee
Sedol 4-1

A
Note from the Editor
By David Cao

We experienced the first day of spring in March, a season we usually
associate with warmer rainy weather, with flower buds curiously poking out
in welcoming sunshine when clouds subside. I don’t think that’s the case
in Wisconsin; we were greeted by snow and freezing temperatures not too
long ago…Let’s hope that Wisconsin’s spring weather is not Mother Nature’s
idea of an extended April Fool’s prank on us. Enough complaining.
Welcome to the lovely month of April, and hopefully, the real start to
spring. I hope that many of you were able to relax and enjoy yourselves
during Spring Break, with some of you travelling to warmer vacation
spots (the envy is real). With April, we see the end of 3rd Quarter, and
the beginning of the last Quarter of the school year—perhaps when the
senioritis outbreak is most severe. But fear not, those special booklets in
clear plastic wrap called AP tests are coming soon!
In all seriousness, April is a time to get outside with friends and family to
enjoy the warming weather. Get out to support the many Spartan spring
sports teams and volunteer around the community. Stay active in your
favorite student activities, clubs, and organizations around JMM. And
finish the year strong by being persistent in your school work, setting goals
for success! Let the AP tests not be intimidating and overwhelming by
borrowing some prep material now and studying a little bit each each day.
And Seniors…stay motivated!
Let your April spring experience be enhanced by the new articles in
this month’s issue, including some insightful satire! As always, feel free to
contact me or my co-editor-in-chief, Shalini Patro, if you have any questions
regarding the Sword and Shield.
All the best,
David Cao

Apple vs FBI, What’s
the
Whole Story?
By Garrett Kennedy

Shortly after the San Bernardino
shooting (a terrorist attack at the Inland
Regional Center in San Bernardino,
California), Apple and the FBI started
working together to try to unlock the
iPhones of the terrorists.
The FBI made a little progress, but
they couldn’t get much of the more
sensitive data without unlocking the
phone. The problem was that with the
operating system that was installed on
the iPhone, and ten incorrect guesses of
the password would cause the iPhone to
erase all of its data.
The FBI then asked Apple to create a
new operating system and install it onto
the terrorist’s iPhone. This new operating
system would allow the FBI to plug the
iPhone into a computer and enter an
unlimited amount of attempts at the
phone’s password.
Apple didn’t comply with this request
for a multitude of reasons. Firstly, if Apple
were to create such an operating system,
there would be a much greater chance
that anyone with computer skills could
access this technology and hack into
many other people’s iPhones.
Secondly, if the government had
access to this technology they could
begin overstepping their bounds and
monitor all the citizens of the US more
intensely.
Thirdly, if Apple created such a code for
the US, what would they do if a country
that is unfriendly towards their people
asked for a similar code? They would be
forced to create a backdoor for that
country as well, which could be bad for
citizens in those countries. Also, if Apple
were to comply with this request, it would
cost them over $100,000 and it would ruin
their reputation for high-security devices,
so they might lose a lot of customers.
Once Apple refused to help the FBI
hack the iPhone, the FBI took Apple to
court using the All Writs Act (allows courts
to use all resources necessary to obtain
information). Apple is fighting this by
saying that complying with this request
would cause undue stresses on the
company.

Tribute to Memorial’s 50 Years
Girls Track Season
Opens

Memorial’s Girl’s Track Team has started the season with
a flurry of workouts and practices. Although many of the girls
began pre-seasoning conditioning as early as January, formal
practices did not begin until March 1.
Coach Beth Emshoff has a new assistant this year- last
year’s stay longjumper and All-City Girl of the Year, Randee
Burke. Mrs. Emshoff is pleased with the turnout at practices,
noting that the majority of the squad is made up of freshmen
and sophomore girls. Many of last year’s participants have also
expressed interest, and are working out nightly at the Memorial
Building.
The first scheduled meet is against LaFollette at their
new indoor track on March 31. Although this date is very close
to the beginning of the practice season, Coach Emshoff feels
that the meet will be “good experience” for the incoming track
members, and provide “added initiative” for the long training
before weekly meets begin in April. “This meet will undoubtly be
a very good experience for our team,” comments Mrs. Emshoff.
“It is an excellent chance to discover our strong areas and to
concentrate on improving our weak ones. I am looking forward
to seeing how well we can do this early in the season.”
Outstanding prospects for this year include many girls,
although Mrs. Emshoff admits that there “are great big spaces to
fill” she continues, “Sue Tallard, Ginny Reis, Nancy Lemke, Jane
Allen, Carol Goller, Barb Zutz and Daria Javid will all be strong
competitors in their fields. We have some problems with depth,
but experience can a great help in this area, and I am counting
on the younger kids to pull through after a few weeks.”
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Forensics Aims for
State Championship
Vikki Stevens
When the forensics team travels to the U.W. campus
this Saturday, thirteen Memorial students will be looking for a
state championship.
Those participants and their categories surviving the
very competitive Whitewater district meet include Carol
Beckman, Four Minute Speech; Carol Goller, Play Acting;
Kathy Hiltz, Declamation; Lynn Kamarck and Corinne Layton,
Original Oratory; Jeanette McFee, Four Minute Speech; Susie
O’Donnell, Signigicant Speech; Dan Perrigoue, Declamation;
Joel Rothstein, Extemperaneous Speaking; Kris Sivertson, Play
Acting; Vikki Stevens, Interpretative Reading of Poetry; Stuart
Watson, Play Acting; and Colin Winston, Extemporaneous
Speaking.
According to Mrs. Baade and Mrs. Teetaert, forensic
coaches, the team has far exceeded expectations. Both
coaches are “more than pleased” at the outcome of the
percentage receiving “A’s” and are looking forward to the
state meet.
Both Mrs. Baade and Mrs. Teetaert have given
unselfishly of their time and talents, and the forensics team is
indebted to them for all their assistance.

Spartan Nine
Downs LaFollette
and Craig
Mark Schermerhorn

Memorial’s baseball team began its busy
season with victories over Madison LaFollette
and Janesville Craig. Under coaches Doug Holt
and Bill Howard, the Spartans have made a very
impressive start.

Varsity Cheer Team 1970-1971
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Led by a nine strikeout, two hitter,
Memorial’s southpaw Don Lickel paved the way
for the “Spartan Nine” as Memorial defeated
LaFollette by a score of 2-1.
The Big Eight opener saw Steve Moss slam
a double in the sixth inning to score Erik Zoerb,
and give the Spartans their go-ahead run. Earlier
in the game, after being walked with the bases
loaded, Duane Burkhardt scored the first RBI of
the season as Don Lickel scored from third base.
The game was definitely a pitcher’s duel;
facing Lickel against Mark Runkel.
Jeff Cardall’s fantastic pitching gave the
Spartans their second victory of the season, as
they defeated Janesville Craig 5-2. Cardall, who
pitched eight strikeouts in four innings was later
relieved by Don Lickel, as the two struck out a
total of 14 Cougars.
Memorial’s five scores were tallied by john
Gerlach, Erik Zoerb, Deven Osborn, Steve Moss,
and Scott Woodward.
Memorial will face East at Warner Park on
April 20, and battle West at Breese Stevens April
23. Both games begin at 4:00.
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YOU SHOULD LOVE
WHAT YOU DO
IN ABOUT ONE YEAR YOU COULD BE
ENTERING YOUR NEW CAREER THAT
CELEBRATES YOUR CREATIVITY AND
PROVIDES UNLIMITED INCOME EARNING

LEARN BETTER.
EARN BETTER.
LIVE BETTER.
DON’T WAIT
ENROLL NOW!

•

CALL TO SET UP A TOUR

608.661.8772

TSPA Madison
44 East Towne Mall Ste D410
Madison, WI 53704
www.tspaMadison.com

Ms.
Brechler’s Story, Continued
Interviewed by Beatričė Naujalytė

In terms of me getting into Culinary, I was born and raised on
a dairy farm in Southwest Wisconsin. Food was an integral part
of my daily life. My mother, me and my siblings prepared 3
meals a day. The vegetables, jams, jellies, canned fruits, meat,
eggs, and, milk, cream, and butter were raised on our farm.
We had a large vegetable garden, many fruit trees, a variety
of berry bushes so I learned and practiced all the methods of
gardening and canning as a young girl. WE butchered our own
beef, pigs, chickens, ducks, and geese. We gathered eggs
daily.
My first job while attending the UW-Madison was at Dotty
Dumplings Dowry. I consider myself an apprentice of Cindy
Edwards, the Pie Queen of Dotty’s, I maintained my part-time
job at Dotty’s throughout my years of study at UW. Dotty’s
owner Jeff Stanley taught me the importance of having quality
ingredients and flavorful recipes as he received top awards
year after year in Madison for his mouthwatering hamburgers,
chili, etc made from the finest local ingredients. The Dotty’s
crew recognized my culinary abilities and encouraged
me to become an instructor at the Orange Tree Imports
Cooking School located on Monroe Street. I started teaching
culinary arts at the age of 21!. After I graduated, my culinary
experiences included being executive pastry chef at the
Concourse Hotel. I broadened my experience in the hospitality
industry by moving into a convention sales and coordinator
position, where I focused on marketing Madison and the
Concourse hotel to visiting politicians, college sports teams,
musicians, entertainers, and bus tours.
Later, I reentered the UW full time as a returning adult and
pursued a degree in FCS education, a degree in health
education and masters in health education.
Last I would like to recommend to those considering a career
in Culinary/Hospitality Industry is that you love people. You
enjoy seeing them happily enjoying what you have created for
them so much that you are committed to perfecting the results
of time, temperature and ingredients into flavorful and eye
appealing dishes.

GO
Continued from

page 1
this past
October, Sedol,
who is ranked
9 dan, was
considered
far superior to
Alphago.
Go, an
imperial board
game that originated in
ancient China, is a game in
which two players attempt
to enclose as much territory
as possible. The game is
played on a 19×19 board,
and players use black and
white stones.
The defeat of Lee Sedol
by Alphago was originally
considered impossible by
many Go professionals. In
1997, the chess program
Deep Blue beat Gary
Kasparov, but chess, a
hierarchical game in which
players attempt to capture
opponents’ pieces, is far
easier for a computer
to play. Because of the
immense possibilities Go
presents, it is considered
much harder for a computer
to play. For instance, in
chess there are 20 possible
opening moves; in Go, there
are 361.
Match Summaries:
Match 1: Lee plays
overconfidently
Lee, playing black, was
critical of Alphago’s abilities
and overplayed at times,
especially with Black 7,
which was an unusual but
poor decision. Lee started to
catch up around move 80,
but Alphago continued to
play well and Lee resigned
with 186 moves played. Lee
stated afterwards “I was so
surprised. Actually, I never
imagined that I would lose.
It’s so shocking.”
Match 2: Lee cautious,
Alphago flawless
Lee, playing white, played
with a newfound respect
for his opponent. However,
it wasn’t enough. Lee might
have been overcautious,
and spent far more time
analyzing his options,
resulting in byo-yomi (time
control) after 140 moves.
The machine, on the other
hand, did not have to deal
with exhaustion (games last
4-5 hours). Alphago did not
make any serious mistakes.
Match 3: Lee pressured,
Alphago strong
To win the challenge, Lee
needed to win this match to
stop Alphago from winning 3
out of 5. Unfortunately, due
to the immense pressure,
Lee was unable to beat
Alphago. Lee attempted to
develop a large sphere of
influence, forcing Alphago
to bear a severe attack,
which it beared, showing
immense power.

Match 4: Lee slips through
Alphago’s Defenses
Following Match 3, Lee
and fellow Go professionals
stayed up late to analyze
Alphago’s strengths and
defenses. Lee decided to
play an “amashi” strategy,
in which Lee took profit in
the corners and let Alphago
gain influence in the center.
While Lee was winning
small plots, Alphago was
attempting a large but
uncertain investment in the
center. When Lee played
a remarkable “tesuji”,
Alphago’s investments
crashed, and Lee was able
to take over. A “tesuji” is a
clever local play, described
by the GoGameGuru as
the “techniques of hand
to hand combat. They
are clever moves which
contribute to Go’s beauty
as an artform”. Lee’s tesuji
was one of the rarer forms.
Lee won by Alphago’s
resignation.
Match 5: A Close Match
Ensues
Lee made an
unprecedented request
before the start of the final
match: He wanted to play
white. Lee felt that Alphago
was stronger playing black,
and wanted to attempt a
win playing white. He got
off to a good start at the
beginning, and Alphago
even made an error at
move 50. Alphago formed
a complicated sequence in
the bottom right to establish
his territory in the bottom
right, but encountered
a powerful tombstone
squeeze (a sort of tesuji) by
Lee. Generally, intermediate
level players can identify a
tombstone squeeze, but it
seemed to be Alphago’s
first time encountering such
moves. However, Alphago’s
superior judgement still won
the game. With Alphago
leading by a mere 2.5
points, Lee resigned. This last
game was very close and
an excellent finish to the
challenge!
For more information,
videos, and commentary,
visit https://gogameguru.
com/tag/deepmindalphago-lee-sedol/
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Looking for
a Quick
and Easy
Fundraising
Opportunity
for your
Club?
Summit
Credit
Union has
Solutions
By Ryan Yee

Memorial offers
over eighty clubs to
students, and there has
never been a problem
recruiting devoted
members!
The clubs run at
Memorial are certainly
abundant with members
and plentiful with
interest. Because of
the great commitment,
many of us have visions
to improve the clubs
at Memorial and make
them the best they can
be; whether it’s going
to Nationals or getting
the latest equipment,
everyone dreams about
something. If you ask
the leaders of any
club what the biggest
hurdle is to reaching
these dreams, they’ll
tell you it’s securing the
finances.
You need not look
any further than Summit
Credit Union for the
answer to your club’s
financial hurdles. Summit
Credit Union is offering
a special promotion
only available for high
school students. When
new members open
an account at Summit
Credit Union, the new
member will receive $10
in their account and
$10 will be donated to
the club (or sport) of
their choice. Opening
an account is very
easy: you can go to
the branch offered at
Memorial located in the
Welcome Center during lunch,
or any other branch at a time
that is convenient to you. All
you need to open an account
is an ID, your Social Security
Number, and $5 to make the
minimum deposit.
Summit Credit Union has
convenient services for high
school students.They offer a
staffed branch at Memorial
open during lunch as well
as an ATM located in the
Cafeteria with no fee to Credit
Union members. Summit also
preaches financial literacy to
its members and holds many
financial literacy seminars
throughout the year on topics
such as Saving for College,
Buying a Car, and Budgeting.
If you are interested in any
of these services, or would
like a representative to give
a presentation to your club
about fundraising options,
please stop by the Branch
during lunch for more
information.

Earth
Day
By Kelly Wu

Finally the snow is all melted and the spring
breeze is in the air. The winter-hardened world
begins to come to life. With the new green
landscape comes thoughts of the planet and its
preservation. Earth Day is held each year on the
22nd of April.
What’s interesting is that is was started by
Wisconsin Governor Gaylord Nelson in 1970.
This event is a day long celebration of the
clean air, land, and water the Earth provides
to us. It also serves to increase awareness of
the environment. As stated by Governor Nelson
himself in the 1980 EPA Journal: “It was on that
day [in 1970] that Americans made it clear that
they understood and were deeply concerned
over the deterioration of our environment and
the mindless dissipation of our resources.” While
the government has taken multiple measures to

help lessen human impact on the environment,
there is still more to be done. This is why the
continued celebration of Earth Day is important,
both the engage politics and the public in this
particular cause.
There are several events that occur each
Earth Day. The most prominent activity is a
show of volunteerism and civic engagement
across the world, whether it’s planting trees,
weeding invasive plants, or lobbying for more
environmental action on the political front.
Several organizations, including earthday.org,
have grown out of this eco-friendly celebration.
With the passing of the Paris climate deal, it is
clear that the world is becoming more aware
of our contact with the environment, and
Earth Day provides a great chance for people
everywhere to share their ideas and passion for
a common cause.
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A First for
Wisconsin
The presidential

Where Should
You
Live?
By Kelly Wu

race picks up

By Amos Egleston
The presidential primary
race has certainly heated up
here in Wisconsin, with all of
the candidates campaigning
around the state. For once,
being a Wisconsinite really feels
special.
Democratic frontrunner
Bernie Sanders was the first to
hold a sizable rally, with 8,000
coming to hear him speak
here in Madison last Saturday
3/26. He also planned events
in Appleton and Milwaukee for
the following week.
For Hillary Clinton, she spoke
at an invite-only event last
Monday, and also planned on
visiting Milwaukee, La Crosse,
and Green Bay later in the
week.
On the Republican side,
John Kasich spoke on Monday,
and both Ted Cruz and Donald
Trump made swings through
the state in the past several
weeks.
The contest has gotten
competitive on both sides,
with Trump and Cruz trading
insults about their wives.
Sanders is beginning to
close the delegate gap with
Clinton by winning Utah,
Idaho, Washington, Hawaii,

Sanders speaks at the Madison rally
last Monday.
and Alaska by landslides. Not
surprisingly, Wisconsin has
become an important state
to win, for both Ted Cruz, and
Bernie Sanders.
Including a new poll
released last week, both Trump
and Clinton are up by a mere
1 or 2 points in the Real Clear
Politics averages for Wisconsin
polls.
Here at Memorial we did our
own poll just a few weeks ago.
Instead of separating out by
party, students could choose
any candidate they wanted,
from Donald Trump, to Martin
O’Malley, and there were even
some write-in’s. Overall, Bernie
Sanders got 60 percent of
the vote, Hillary Clinton came
in second with 11 percent,
Donald Trump got 7 percent,
and Marco Rubio got 5
percent. Cruz and Kasich each
ended up with 2 percent.
Don’t forget to go vote, if you
are eligible.

WANTED

The Sword and Shield is currently looking for editors for the 2016
- 2017 school year. Please send an e-mail to Teri Parris Ford
(tparrisford@madison.k12.wi.us) and/or to the current Editors-inChief, David Cao or Shalini Paltro.
1. Write about your interest and what editor position you would
like to be considered for (see list below). Please list your first
choice as well as a second and third choice.
2. Please note your qualifications, include interest in writing,
editing, experiences in English classes or other publications.
Note; students who have taken CAMM, are signed up for
CAMM next year will be given priorty for all positions. Please
note in your application if you have or are planning to take
CAMM.
3. All applicants should either submit an article for the May issue
or have submitted an article in past 3 months. Applications and
articles are due by April 28, 2016.

Whether it’s a rustic cabin
in the woods or a high rise
apartment in a metropolis,
where you live reflects a large
part of your lifestyle. See which
place you’re best suited for in
this month’s personality quiz.
Try not to answer too many
no preferences for a definite
result.
1. What is your favorite retail
store?
a)REI
b)A high end boutique
c)Target
d)No preference
2. What is your favorite type of
cuisine?
a)Local, organic
b) Authentic international
c) Comfort, traditional
d) No preference
3. What is your favorite type of
class in school?
a) Science/math
b) Social Studies
c) English or Language
d) No preference
4. What superpower would you
have?
a) Flying
b) Telepathy
c) Stopping time
d) No preference
5. How organized are you?
a) I’m messy
b) I try to be organized
c) Very organized and neat
d) No preference
6. What type of computer do
you prefer?
a) Whatever works
b) Mac
c) Windows

d) No preference
7. What is your favorite
number?
a) A unique number like 999 or
1.5
b) An odd number
c) An even number
d) No preference
8. Which dog would you most
like to have?
a) Husky
b) Chihuahua
c) Golden Retriever
d) No preference
9. Favorite time of day?
a) Dawn
b) Night
c) Noon
d) No preference
10. And finally an obvious one,
how much do you like nature?
a) LOVE x1000
b) No way. I can’t stand all
those bugs
c) Meh. I enjoy it from a
distance.
d) No preference
Results: If you chose mostly
A’s the wilderness is perfect
for you. You love to hike,
bike and go on long runs in
the morning. Try visiting the
Pacific Northwest and go
backpacking. If you chose
mostly B’s you are a lover of
all things city. A downtown
apartment in a bustling
metropolis will be best for you,
with lots to see and lots to do.
If you chose mostly C’s you are
the perfect blend between
rustic and busy. Living on the
outskirts of a city in the quieter
portion of town will work for
you; you have enough space
to breathe but can still enjoy
the life of the city when you
chose to.

Positions will be announced in May and a meeting will be
called late in May. New editors will be expected to work over
the summer to have the first issue ready for September 2016. If
you have any questions, please see Teri Parris Ford in the art
department or talk to one of the current editors.
Positions to apply to:
•Editor-in-Chief; oversees all the Sword & Shield activities. This
is typically a shared position. If you would like to be considered
as a team, both should apply and state who the position would
be shared with so that second and third choices for each can
be considered. Typically this postition is given to seniors who
have been contributing to the paper since their freshman or
sophomore year.
•Arts & Entertainment Editor – is in charge of Artist-of-the-Month,
Horoscopes, games, movie reviews, etc.
•Copy & Layout Editor – should have experience using Adobe
InDesign and looks over each issue for errors before going to
print
•News Editor- seeks out & writes news articles for the newspaper
•Opinion Editor – seeks out (and writes) opinion articles for the
newspaper
•Photography Editor-- manages all photography for the
newspaper, takes photos when needed, works collaboratively
with the yearbook photo editor or is editor of both publications.
•Sports Editor- Seeks out and writes all sports articles, manages
the “Prep Profiles”
•Student Life Editor– should have a good grasp on what is
happening at Memorial High School, seeks out articles that the
student body would have interest in.
All editors are expected to be able to meet weekly when
possible but at least once a month during layout. Dates are
selected by Editors in Chief. All editors are expected to have
at least one article in thier section per month but are not
expected to write those articles, just edit them.

Find Capitol Café and Like Capitol Café on Facebook to get a free beverage!
10% Discount with student ID
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Know
Your Presidential Candidates
By Amol Rajesh

With the Wisconsin Primary coming up on April 5th, here is a list of the simplified political positions of
five remaining presidential candidates on important topics. Remember that Wisconsin’s Primary is an
open primary, which means that voters do not need to be registered with a political party to vote.
Disclosure: The Sword and Shield, Amol Rajesh and affiliated partners are not in the business of
endorsing any candidate. All analysis of candidates is based on the candidates’ current public
records, as many have changed.
Hillary Clinton

Bernie Sanders Ted Cruz

John Kasich

Donald Trump

Supports legal
immigration
and greater
assistance
for illegal
immigrants
and refugees.

Wants to
restrict legal
immigration,
but supports
greater
assistance
for illegal
immigrants
and refugees.

Supports legal
immigration
and moderate
assistance
for illegal
immigrants
and refugees

Unclear
on legal
immigration
stance. Wants
to deport
many illegal
immigrants
and refugees.

Supports
free trade
with some
restrictions
Foreign Policy Moderately
more U.S.
involvement in
World affairs.
Healthcare
Supports
Obamacare

Opposes free
trade

Supports free
trade

Opposes free
trade

Immigration

Trade

Social Issues

Pro-choice
Supports gay
marriage

Wants to
restrict legal
immigration,
and
opposes any
government
assistance
to illegal
immigrants
and refugees.
Supports free
trade

Less U.S.
More U.S.
involvement in involvement in
World affairs
World affairs.

More U.S.
Less U.S.
involvement in involvement in
World affairs.
World affairs.

Wants to
replace
Obamacare
with Medicare
for all.

Wants to
repeal
Obamacare.

Wants to
expand
Medicaid,
but opposes
Obamacare.

Supports some
elements of
Obamacare,
but wants to
repeal it.

Pro-choice
Supports Gay
marriage

Pro-life
Opposes Gay
marriage

Pro-life
Is ok with Gay
marriage

Pro-life
Is ok with gay
marriage

The Clinton, Sanders, Cruz, Kasich, and Trump campaigns could not be reached for comment.

Know Your
Spring
Holidays
By Evanka Annayapu

The holidays listed below are
observed holidays and also are
days of religious significances
(with the exception of
Memorial Day).
Good Friday [Christian] March
25th
Good Friday is observed on
the Friday before Easter Sunday. Christians commemorate
the crucifixion of Jesus Christ by taking part in fasting and
penance.
Easter [Christian] March 27th
Easter is one of the most important and oldest festivals,
celebrating the resurrection of Jesus Christ. Modern traditions
include, the Easter bunny and Easter egg hunts.
Ramanavami [Hindu] April 15
Ramanavami is one of the important Hindu festivals,
celebrating his birthday and his marriage to Sita (which
happened to land on the same day).
Passover (Pesach) [Jewish] April 23-30
Passover is a Jewish holiday which has both a historical and
agricultural significance. Passover last over 7 days in which
work is not permitted on the first and last days.
Orthodox Good Friday [Christian Orthodox] April 29th
Orthodox Good Friday is when Christian Orthodoxes by
fasting, prayer, cleanliness, self-examination, confession and
good works.
Orthodox Easter [Christian Orthodox] May 1st
Orthodox Easter falls after Passover, since the Crucifixion
and Resurrection of Jesus Christ took place after he entered
Jerusalem to celebrate Passover.
Twelfth Day of Ridvan [Bahá’í] May 2nd
Twelfth Day of Ridvan celebrates the commencement of the
prophethood of Baha’u’llah, the founder of Baha’i.
Memorial Day May 30th
Memorial Day is a day in which people who died taking part
in active military service are remembered.

Spring
Wordsearch
BIODIVERSITY
CLIMATE
CONSERVE
ECOFRIENDLY
EMISSIONS
ENERGY
ENVIRONMENT
GARBAGE
GREEN
HABITAT
LITTER
NATURAL
NELSON
OUTDOORS

PLANET
PLANTS
POLLUTION
RECYCLE
RESOURCES
TREES
WASTE
WILDLIFE
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Artist of the Month: Julianne
Griepp
By Maryann Rehani

Name: Julianne Griepp
Grade: 12
What art classes have you taken at Memorial?
So far I have taken computer animation, drawing 1 and 2,
painting and printmaking, and graphic design. This semester I’m
taking drawing 3, computer art: illustration, and computer art:
digital imagery.
How long have you been creating art?
I’ve been drawing for as long as I can remember. When I was
really little I had a babysitter who would bring crafts for my
brother and I to do every day, and that was what first started
me in art. Then I began elementary school, and since then I
have had an art class every year!
Why do you create art?
When I was little I was very timid and shy, and art became my
way of expressing myself. I also really enjoy using my art as a
form of visual storytelling: I grew up in a house that is very into
comics and superheroes, and I’ve always loved watching
animated action TV shows, such as Avatar and Teen Titans. I
think it would be really cool to find a career in the animation
industry, helping to develop new characters and stories to
inspire the next generation of artists!
What is your favorite medium to work with?
I’ve always liked the flexibility of painting digitally, using a
drawing tablet and Adobe Photoshop. It’s a lot easier to work
over mistakes, make adjustments, and add cool effects to a
piece, and I like the crispness of the end result. However, I also
enjoy experimenting with traditional media, such as charcoal,
ink, and gouache paints.
What has been your favorite piece of art that you’ve made?
It’s hard to say- there are definitely some pieces I’m more proud
of than others, but since my art is always improving it’s hard
to look back at old pieces without seeing things I could have
done better. That said, I think the pieces that I’m most proud
of are the ones I had the most fun with. The Google doodle I
did was pretty high up there- I liked the freedom of the prompt
and playing with the different ways to express “what makes me,
me.”
Where do you find your inspiration?
I draw a lot of inspiration from animation and comics. Some
of my favorite pieces of animation are movies created by
Hayao Miyazaki, as well as the animated shows Avatar and
Legend of Korra, which are American shows heavily influenced
by Miyazaki. I really love how they mix fantasy with themes
of nature- it allows for some really stunning backgrounds and
visual effects. Nature has also always been a huge inspiration
for me. Ever since I was little I’ve loved being outdoors- I would
spend my summers camping, swimming, biking, and climbing
trees. I’ve always tried to reflect this love through my art.
Who is your favorite artist?
That’s hard to say! I am a huge Miyazaki fan, but I think my
favorite artist would have to be Lois van Baarle, a digital artist
from the Netherlands. She does a lot of portraits of female
characters, and I really love her color usage and painterly style.
How did you come up with your design for Doodle for Google?
The prompt for the Doodle for Google competition was to
represent “what makes me, me” with an illustration that
incorporated the letters of the Google logo. Since I feel that my
creativity and love for visual storytelling are a huge part of who
I am, I wanted my illustration to reflect the things that inspire me
to create art. And since nature is one of my main inspirations, I
decided to make a forest the main focus of my illustration.
What was your immediate reaction when you found out you’d
come so far in the competition?
I was really surprised! I had submitted designs to the doodle for
google competition in several previous years, but I never really
expected to get so far. It’s a really big competition, so I was
extremely proud to be honored as the state winner!

Horoscopes

By Maryann Rehani
Aries (Mar 21 - April 19) Your financial future doesn’t
seem too secure right now. Spend your money very
sparingly and be mindful of your purchases!
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) March may not have been
the best month for you, but you can expect good
things in April! Luck will be on your side!
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) You’re going to
have a big decision to make, Gemini. Make
sure to weigh all of the pros and cons carefully!
Cancer (June 21 - Jul 22) This month doesn’t look too
great for Cancer. Keep your eyes peeled for surprises
as they are on the way.
Leo (July 23 - Aug 22) Something that will affect your
future greatly will take place this month. Try and make
the best out of a potentially bad situation.
Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) Last month may have been
tight when it comes to money. Have no fear as cash
will be coming your way this month!
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) Things are looking pretty
heated this month! Watch out for that special
someone-they may show some interest this month!
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21) Make sure to load up on Vitamin C
over the course of the next few weeks! Sickness looks
like it may be coming your way this month.
Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21) You’ve
been working hard these last few weeks,
Sagittarius. All of that hard work will pay off! Look out
for a nice reward!
Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19) Take some time for
yourself this month. You have been pretty stressed out
lately-use this month as a relaxation opportunity!
Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18) Something that is very
meaningful to you is going to be called into question
this month. Stand your ground and make sure to
keep your head centered.
Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20) Pisces, make happiness a
priority during this tedious month of April! Common
colds, a hard test, and a bad day may feel as if the
rain won’t ever stop! It will however, only if you try
your hardest to find the bright side! Whatever is in
store, remember to look for the sun!

Doodles by Lauryn Anthony

Career
Cruising Revelations
Satire by Amol Rajesh

A local Madison boy discovers inner passion after browsing on
“Career Cruising” for 30 minutes.
Kenneth, a freshman at Memorial could be seen visibly
excited when Career Cruising predicted that his top profession
would be a pet food taste tester: “I was like, oh my goodness,
this is the perfect job for me, I love trying new food and this
will help me achieve my ultimate goal of being a chef!” This
joy did not extend to Kenneth’s parents, both of whom are
neurosurgeons, when he revealed to them his Career Cruising
revelation: “We did not send our gifted son to Memorial just
so that some sad excuse of a website would entice Kenneth
to become a pet food taste tester. What do they even do
anyways? Crawl around eating cat litter? Give us a break.”
In an interview with Career Cruising’s CEO and only human
employee, Markus Williyams was appalled to see that their
product actually worked: “Basically we have a random career
generator which works 25% of the time, all the time.” Wiliyams
also went on to say that his Career Cruising job generator
was how he got involved in a management position at
the company: “When I was in high school, Career Cruising
predicted that my top profession was a zookeeper, and it
turned out to be a perfect fit at Career Cruising Inc. We literally
have monkeys coding our software and donkeys staffing our
tech support, it’s surprising how little we get accomplished.”
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Spring Sports Preview

By Caleb Walker
The winter sports season has officially ended and it was
another good one overall for Memorial. Now as the snow
begins to melt, comes back and then melts again, spring
sports have begun again for Memorial and the rest of the
country. Track and Field has already begun its season, and
both boys and girls athletes have already won the City Indoor
Championships. Baseball players stayed in Madison over spring
break to prepare for their upcoming season. Last year, the
baseball team won a playoff game before being eliminated.
This year’s team will look to build on that. Girl’s Soccer will also
be looking to build on their success from last season, where
they tied for the Big 8 Championship. They should be strong
again this year, and a deep playoff run is very realistic. The JMM
Boy’s Tennis team was snagged from a State appearance by
Madison West’s team. This year, the hope is that that will not
happen again, and that they will make it to state. And the
Memorial-Middleton Rugby team will be looking to return to the
State Championship after coming up short to it last year.

Track & Field Madison City
Champs!
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